AGENDA OF REGULAR MEETING OF
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 6, 2019

Deirdré L. Webster Cobb, Chairperson
Dolores Gorczyca
Daniel W. O’Mullan
SECTION A – HEARING MATTERS

A-1 SETTLEMENTS

Christopher Alteria
Middlesex County
Sheriff’s Department
Suspension

Mattie Jones
Camden County
Board of Social Services
Suspension and Demotion

Shavon Loatman
Ancora Psychiatric Hospital
Department of Health
Removal

Brittney Scott
Superior Court of New Jersey
Camden Vicinage
Release at the end of the working test period

RECOMMENDATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE IN THE ABOVE CASES – SETTLEMENT

ACTION:

A-2 RANDY BUTLER

Randy Butler, Human Services Assistant, Woodbine Developmental Center, Department of Human Services, removals effective December 29, 30, and 31, 2017, respectively, on charges of chronic or excessive absenteeism, conduct unbecoming a public employee and other sufficient cause.

Recommendation of the Administrative Law Judge – Grant summary decision and uphold the removals.

ACTION:
A-3 JUAREZ HILL (remand)

Juarez Hill, Code Enforcement Officer, City of Newark, Department of Neighborhood and Recreational Services, removal effective January 2, 2015 on charges of conduct unbecoming a public employee, misuse of public property and other sufficient cause.

Recommendation of the Administrative Law Judge – Uphold the removal.

ACTION:

A-4 GRAYLAND MEEKS

Grayland Meeks, Firefighter, City of Newark, Newark Fire Department, removal effective September 20, 2017 on charges of incompetency, inefficiency or failure to perform duties, neglect of duty and other sufficient cause.

Recommendation of the Administrative Law Judge – Uphold the removal.

ACTION:

SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-1 FIRE PREVENTION SPECIALIST – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1953

The Division of Agency Services recommends the reallocation of the Fire Prevention Specialist title to the noncompetitive division of the career service.

ACTION:

B-2 S.P. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-1302

S.P., represented by Stuart J. Alterman, Esq., requests withdrawal of his appeal of his removal from the eligible list for Correction Officer Recruit (S99999U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:
B-3 YANZAN ABAZA AND NICHOLAS SALIBA – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2019-1009 AND 2019-966

Yanzan Abaza and Nicholas Saliba appeal their removals from the eligible list for County Correction Officer (S9999U), Passaic County Sheriff’s Office on the basis that they possessed unsatisfactory driving records.

ACTION:

B-4 ANTHONY AUTIERI – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-968

Anthony Autieri, represented by Daniel J. Zirrith, Esq., appeals the removal of his name from the eligible list for County Correction Officer (S9999U), Passaic County Sheriff on the basis that he falsified his preemployment application.

ACTION:

B-5 DOUGLAS CAROSELLA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-2607

Douglas Carosella appeals the removal of his name from the Correctional Police Officer (S9988V), Department of Corrections, eligible list on the basis of a positive drug test.

ACTION:

B-6 COREY HENRY, SR. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-661

Corey Henry, Sr. appeals his removal from the eligible list for Police Officer (S9999U), Plainfield on the basis that he did not meet the age requirements.

ACTION:

B-7 ROBERT MERRILL, III – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1288

Robert Merrill, III, appeals his removal from the eligible list for Sheriff's Officer (S9999U), Union County Sheriff’s Office for failing to complete pre-employment processing.

ACTION:

B-8 AMIR MOHAMED – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1071
Amir Mohamed appeals his removal from the eligible list for Police Officer (S9999U), Jersey City on the basis of an unsatisfactory background report.

**ACTION:**

**B-9 SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR (PC2725V), BERGEN COUNTY BOARD OF SOCIAL SERVICES – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1218**

The Bergen County Board of Social Services requests permission not to make an appointment from the September 10, 2018 certification for Social Work Supervisor (PC2725V).

**ACTION:**

**B-10 INGRID FAIR – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1680**

Ingrid Fair appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the minimum requirements in experience for the promotional examination for Assistant Buyer (PS7678TN), Motor Vehicle Commission.

**ACTION:**

**B-11 KAYLA HANLEY – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1747**

Kayla Hanley appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the minimum requirements in experience for the open-competitive examination for Assistant Mental Health Administrator (C0772W), Hudson County.

**ACTION:**

**B-12 LYNNETTE HUNT – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-3230**

Lynnette Hunt appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that she did not meet the experience requirement for the promotional examination for Supervising Community Program Specialist (PS3797K), Department of Human Services.

**ACTION:**

**B-13 SHAKIRA PETERSON – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1327**

Shakira Peterson appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements for
the open-competitive examination for Quality Assurance Specialist, Health Services (S0141W), Statewide.

**ACTION:**

**B-14 MARK PHILLIPS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1575**

Mark Phillips appeals the determination of the Division of Selection Services which found that he did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Supervisor, Amusement Rides and Mechanical Inspection (PS7874DN), Department of Community Affairs.

**ACTION:**

**B-15 AMIT SHAH – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-3169**

Amit Shah appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that he did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Supervising Community Program Specialist (PS3797K), Department of Human Services.

**ACTION:**

**B-16 ANASTASIA TABOADA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1546**

Anastasia Taboada appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that she did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Management Assistant (PC1299W), Atlantic County.

**ACTION:**

**B-17 DARLENE WENE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1320**

Darlene Wene appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that she did not meet the experience requirements for the qualifying examination for Supervising Clerk Transcriber.

**ACTION:**

**B-18 GABRIEL MAIORANO – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1653**

Gabriel Maiorano appeals the test administration of the physical performance portion of the examination for Fire Fighter (M1556T), Newark, and requests a make-up examination.
ACTION:

B-19  JUAN COSME – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1471

Juan Cosme, represented by Michael L. Prigoff, Esq., requests that he be permitted to submit an application for the promotional examination for Police Sergeant (PM2504W), Newark after the application filing deadline.

ACTION:

B-20  THOMAS DEL MAURO, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2019-1244, ET AL.

Thomas Del Mauro, Marilyn Gonzalez, Pablo Gonzalez and Vilma Plaza (PM2540W), Newark; and Jorge Garcia (PM2544W), Paterson; request that they be permitted to submit applications for the promotional examination for Police Sergeant (various jurisdictions) after the application filing deadline.

ACTION:


The New Jersey Office of the Attorney General (OAG) requests retroactive permanent appointment dates for Lisa Talerico-Perillo and Kathleen Segura, to the title of Legal Secretary 1, effective September 4, 2017.

ACTION:

B-22  FRANCIS MONTONE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-716

Francis Montone, a provisional Police Lieutenant with Monroe Township, represented by Michael T. Sweeney, Esq., appeals his reassignment.

ACTION:

B-23  MICHAEL NORTON – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1406

Michael Norton petitions the Civil Service Commission for reconsideration of the decision rendered on October 17, 2018, which denied his appeal regarding
his ineligibility for the promotional examination for Building Services Coordinator 1 (PS3958K), Department of Children and Families.

ACTION:

B-24 SUSAN GLUCHANICZ – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1597

Susan Gluchanicz requests reconsideration of the decision rendered on July 18, 2018, which determined that her position is properly classified as Budget Analyst 2.

ACTION:

B-25 L.P. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-2774

L.P., an Institutional Transportation Supervisor with the Woodbine Developmental Center, appeals the determination of the Assistant Commissioner, Legal Affairs, Department of Human Services, which found that the appellant violated the New Jersey Policy Prohibiting Discrimination in the Workplace.

ACTION:

B-26 MATTHEW CALIO – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1598

The Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division, has remanded the Civil Service Commission’s decision upholding the 30 calendar day suspension of Matthew Calio, a County Correction Officer with Camden County, for reconsideration of the penalty.

ACTION:

B-27 CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION MINUTES

Submitted for adoption are the Civil Service Commission minutes of its meeting of January 16, 2019.

ACTION: